In order to carry over the theory of linear stochastic Sobolev-type equations to quasiBanach spaces, we construct a space of differentiable quasi-Sobolev "noises" and establish the existence and uniqueness of a classical solution to the Showalter -Sidorov problem for a stochastic Sobolev-type equation with a relatively p-bounded operator. Basing on the abstract results, we study the Barenblatt -Zheltov -Kochina stochastic model with the Showalter -Sidorov initial condition in quasi-Sobolev spaces with an external action in the form of "white noise".
Introduction
Consider the space l q of sequences u = (u 1 , u 2 , ...) of real numbers with the quasi-norm
where q ∈ R + . The definition of quasi-norm U ∥ · ∥ on a real subspace U differs from the definition of the norm ∥ · ∥ U only in the triangle inequality axiom
with a constant C ≥ 1. In the case of the space l q the constant is C = 2 1−for q ∈ (0, 1) and C = 1 for q ∈ [1, +∞). It is well-known (see Lemma 3.10.1 in [1] for instance) that the quasi-normed space U = (U, U ∥ · ∥) is not in general normable although metrizable; that is, on the quasi-normed space U there is a metric which agrees with some power of the quasi-norm U ∥ · ∥. Hence, the concepts of fundamental sequence and completion make sense in a quasi-normed space. A complete quasi-normed space is called a quasi-Banach space. Henceforth, for definiteness, we regard the Banach spaces l q with q ∈ [1, +∞) as quasi-Banach spaces.
Given a monotone sequence {λ k } ⊂ R + with lim k→∞ λ k = +∞, construct the quasiSobolev space
This is a quasi-Banach space with the quasi-norm
moreover [2] , the embedding l 
Sufficient conditions were determined in [2] for the existence of a unique solution u in
) to the Showalter -Sidorov problem
. The goal of this note is, firstly, to extend the concept of white noise [3] to the spaces l m q , and secondly, to consider the stochastic version [4] of problem (0.1), (0.2) in these spaces.
White Noise in Quasi-Sobolev Spaces
The spaces C l L 2 of random processes (C l L 2 (ε, τ ) with intervals (ε, τ ) ⊂ R) whose Nelson -Gliklikh derivatives through order l ∈ {0} ∪ N are almost surely (a.s.) continuous on (ε, τ ) (that is, a.s. all trajectories of these derivatives are continuous on (ε, τ )) were considered for the first time in [4] . An example is the Wiener process
modeling Brownian motion on a line in the Einstein -Smoluchowski theory because
according to Gliklikh's theorem ( [4] , Theorem 1.2). Recall that ξ k are independent Gaussian variables with expectation Eξ k = 0 and variance
These l m q L 2 are obviously quasi-Banach spaces, and by analogy with quasi-Sobolev spaces we call them quasi-Sobolev stochastic spaces. Indeed, the embedding l
and continuous for all m ≥ n and q ∈ R + , and in addition, the Laplace quasi-operator
is linear, continuous, and even continuously invertible for all m ∈ R and q ∈ R + .
Furthermore, introduce the spaces
for t ∈ (ε, τ ) and k ∈ N, whose Nelson -Gliklikh derivatives through order l ∈ {0} ∪ N are a.s. continuous on (ε, τ ). An example is the Wiener process
where β k = β k (t) for t ∈ R + are Brownian motions of the form (1.1). By Gliklikh's theorem,
converges. To find conditions for this convergence is the subject of future research. k u k } and call it the Green quasi-operator. Consider L, M ∈ L(U; F) (see [2] ); moreover, L is a Fredholm operator for all λ ∈ R. Therefore, we can reduce the Barenblatt -Zheltov -Kochina stochastic equation (0.1) to the linear stochastic Sobolev-type equation
The Barenblatt -Zheltov -Kochina Stochastic Model
Take U = lL o η = M η + N w,(2.
1)
where η = η(t) is the required random process, while w = w(t) is a given one, on the interval (0, τ ). The operator N ∈ L(U; F) is to be specified below.
In this case there exist projections
is the left Lresolution of M , while the closed contour γ ⊂ C bounds a region including σ L (M ). Put U 0 = ker P , U 1 = imP , F 0 = ker Q, and F 1 = imQ, and denote by L k and M k the restrictions of L and M to U k for k = 0, 1.
Construct the operators H
Below we consider also the weak Showalter -Sidorov condition (in the sense of Krein):
1) whenever almost surely all its trajectories satisfy (2.1) for all t ∈ (0, τ ). Refer to a solution η = η(t) to (2.1) as a (classical) solution to problem (2.1), (2.2) whenever it also satisfies (2.2).
Remark 1. In the case that M is (L, 0)-bounded, conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are equivalent to the following conditions respectively: 
Remark 2. We can prove Theorem 2 by analogy with the deterministic case [5] . However, as the white noise w(t) = (2t) −1 W qS (t) is not differentiable at t = 0, it cannot appear in the right-hand side of (2.1). A way around this obstacle, proposed in [4, 6, 7] , relies on limit passage. To use this approach, rearrange the second term in the right-hand side of (2.5) as
Integration by parts makes sense for arbitrary ε ∈ (0, t), with t ∈ R + , by the definition of Nelson -Gliklikh derivative. Passing in (2.6) to the limit as ε → 0, we obtain
Proceed to problem (2.3) for the stochastic Barenblatt -Zheltov -Kochina equation
where W qS = W qS (t) is a Wiener process. Then the following statement holds. 
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